
Procedure 
1. Ask: What happens when light meets the surface of an 

object? (Hint- one of three things might happen). Share a 
few responses.  

2. Explain: Light can either be refracted, reflected, or 
absorbed. When it refracts, it bends, and this usually 
happens when it travels through two different mediums, 
such as water and air.  

3. Place two glasses on a table in front of the class.  

4. Put a pencil in each glass.  

5. Invite a student to add water to one glass as the class 
observes that the pencil appears to bend where it enters the water. This is 
called refraction.  
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Materials: 
  
• A water table or clear 

tray to hold 2 or more 
inches of water.  

• A laser beam or strong 
flashlight 

• Small mirrors 

• Three white cards 

• Modeling clay 

• Hole punch 

• Powdered milk  

• Protractor  

• Paper  

• Pencil  

• Ruler 

• Shoeboxes 

• Magazines 

• Glue 

• Cardboard 

• Scissors 

Properties of Light  
Build Your Own Porch Pirates 

Objective: Students will be able to describe how light rays can change direction, how 
visible light is reflected, and the properties of light. 



6. Explain to students that if light is reflected, the light rays leave the surface at 
the same angle at which they entered it. This is because the angle of incidence, 
or incoming light, equals the angle of reflection, or outgoing light. Light rays 
always travel in straight lines and take the quickest path to reach the 
destination- this is known as Fermat’s Principle. 

7. Fill a clear sided tray or water table with water.  

8. Add a little powdered milk to the water to help the light rays become more 
visible. 

9. Punch a hole in all three cards in the same spot.  

10. Punch a second hole in two of the cards in the same spot.  

11. Punch a third hole in one of the cards.  

12. Stand the cards up a few inches from one another in the tray (use a little 
modeling clay to help them stand up if needed) so that the holes line up.  

13. Darken the room.  

14. Shine the strong light source through the cards from one end of the tray.  

15. Record observations.  

16. Did the light pass through all of the holes? When did it stop? What direction 
did the light travel? Did it bend? Record answers and discuss.  

17. Students will observe that the light travels in straight lines.  

18. Place a piece of paper on the table, and place the mirror upright on the paper.  

19. Shine the laser into the mirror on a diagonal toward the center of the mirror.  

20. Draw a line along the edge of the mirror, and use a ruler to mark the lines that 
the light ray creates.  

21. Measure the angle of incidence and the angle of reflection using a protractor 
by placing the center line of the protractor at the point where the lines meet. 
Ninety degrees on the protractor will become zero degrees, or the normal line 
for this measurement.  

22. Count the number of degrees each line is from the zero/ninety degree mark. 
They should be equal.  
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23. Ask: What does this show about the relationship between the angle of 
incidence and the angle of reflection? Share responses (they are equal).  

24. Tell students that they can use this knowledge to create optical illusions.  

25. Show Impossible Science video, pausing to discuss. 
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Assessment: 
Students should label and add direction arrows their protractor drawings with the following terms: angle 
of incidence, angle of reflection, normal line, incidence ray, reflection ray. Then they explain in writing 
how the porch package protector works using what they now know about the properties of light. 

Safety Notes: 
Adult Supervision Recommended

Watch the companion 
video here:

Extension:
Hold an optical illusion contest inviting students to create their own optical illusions by creating miniature 
versions of mirror illusions such as the porch package protector, using compact mirrors, and placing the 
table in the corner of a shoebox/diorama. Students can build the table using cardboard, glue, and 
classroom supplies. They can draw or cut patterns from magazines to use as the patterns on the walls. 

Lesson Plan by Whitney Gallagher based on the “Impossible Science” series. 
Find more at impossiblescience.com 
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